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Welcome to
Doc Edge 2021
– a documentary
festival like no other.
83 Films
38 Days
04 Venues

Doc Edge is the home for storytelling that changes
your world. Our kaupapa is to celebrate, support
and showcase documentary.
Just as our 15th edition became our first online
festival, this year’s 16th edition is also a first. We are
bringing the festival to you in theatres (Auckland and
Wellington) and online (nationwide) – ‘hybrid’ is the
term du jour, although we prefer ‘fusion’.
To mark this new era and our sweet 16th birthday,
our creative friends at Hula have designed a new
brand for Doc Edge which is fresh, contemporary,
and sophisticated. We invite you to enjoy the historic
fusion festival.

docedge.nz
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Workhorse Queen.
Directed by
Angela Washko.
Page 50
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Doc Edge 2021

Welcome to
Doc Edge Festival 2021
Kia ora whānau
One of the things we have learnt over the past year
is that ‘life unscripted’ is not just our tagline. It is
reality for all of us on planet earth.
On behalf of the Doc Edge Board and team, we
welcome you to the 16th edition of Doc Edge
Festival. 83 of the world’s best films from the
past year comprise the line-up, with some to be
presented in-theatres in Auckland and Wellington
and most online nationwide. No matter where you
are in NZ, Doc Edge is available to you.
While the rest of the world still fights Covid-19 and
many film festivals are forced to deliver online
only, our ‘fusion’ edition is one of only a few festivals
that can bring back the full festival experience
of presenting films to the big screen, live Q+A
sessions and, from this year, a festival village to
explore and enjoy live performances, exhibitions,
and other experiences.
The future of film festivals will include providing
digital offerings to connect people and communities
beyond geographical locations while treasuring and
valuing live events where audiences can celebrate
and come together in person. Doc Edge is proud to
lead the way in defining this future.
So, what else is new this year?
We welcome SkyCity Theatre and The Civic as our
new venues in Auckland and are delighted to
return to The Roxy in Wellington. These prestigious
venues will premiere 32 of the festival’s feature
films and three Doc Edge Original short films
commissioned by the Rei Foundation.
Each feature film will only screen once in each city,
so make sure to book your seat early to avoid
disappointment. Thanks to the trans-Tasman travel
bubble, we will be the first festival in NZ to
welcome Australian filmmakers, including the
recipient of the 2021 Doc Edge Superhero Award,
Heather Croall. The Doc Edge Awards will be held at
the Wintergarden in Auckland on 2 June.

Dan Shanan & Alex Lee - Festival Directors

Across the whole country, festival films are only a
mouse-click or finger-tap away with our fourth
venue – online. You can rent and watch films with
your whānau or friends from the comfort of your
own ‘theatre’. If you are a doco buff like us, get your
Binge Viewing Pass, have all 80+ films added to
your library and organise viewing parties at home.
Q+As and specially-recorded content from the
festival villages will be available online too.
Doc Edge Schools, our education programme, and
Doc Edge Industry, our programme for screen
professionals, also run fusion editions with both
physical and online events.
And Doc Edge - Life Unscripted has a fresh new look!
As we celebrate a new milestone for Doc Edge,
we thank our partners and everyone who played a
part in making the festival happen. We invite you to
support the filmmakers and bring our communities
together to celebrate the art of documentary like
never before. If you read this holding the print
programme or on your screen, go ahead and explore
the richness of the content, mark your favourite
films, and make your bookings. Enjoy the festival.
Nga mihi nui
Dan & Alex
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A Message From Judy Bailey
Kia ora koutou
Welcome to the 16th International Doc Edge Festival.
What a challenging year it’s been! The world changed. Covid forced
us all into new ways of thinking, not least the DocEdge team.
With New Zealand’s first lockdown coming just before last year’s
Festival was due to launch, it was back to square one. Would it be
possible to hold a festival online? If so, how would it work? Would
the audience respond? ‘Pivoting’ assumed critical meaning in the
kiwi lexicon. And pivot the team did. They worked around the clock,
swiftly and courageously and they did it with style. Doc Edge can be
proud of the way it rose to the challenge.
Taking the festival online for the first time more than tripled its
audience. It was now possible for the entire country to watch the
films, instead of just those in Auckland and Wellington.
Building on that success, you’ll be able to watch this year’s
festival both in theatres and online and what a line up there is to
choose from! Among the many I’m looking forward to seeing,
‘Yer old Faither’, directed by this year’s Superhero award winner,
internationally respected documentary maker, Heather Croall. It’s
a portrait of one man’s life and passions through the eyes of his

daughter. And there are so many others:
‘Kingdom of Silence’, a political thriller about
the life, work and murder of Washington
Post journalist, Jamal Khashoggi and
Roberto Rossellini’s grandson examines the
bittersweet lives of his celebrated family in
‘The Rossellinis’.
Explore the catalogue and spread the word.
There is much to savour in Doc Edge 2021!
Judy Bailey
Doc Edge Champion

From The Desk Of RNZ
Kia ora koutou
RNZ is once again delighted to be partnering with the international
Doc Edge Film Festival, bringing films from all over the world to
audiences here in Aotearoa / New Zealand.
This is the third year that RNZ has supported the festival and it
remains a great collaboration which reinforces some important
shared objectives. It’s an obvious fit for RNZ and DocEdge as we
both support freedom of expression and a commitment to the
creation of authentic and compelling storytelling – often challenging
or questioning accepted thinking.
RNZ continues to expand as a multi-platform media service that’s
focused on telling the stories that are important to those of us
in Aotearoa / New Zealand. Putting the audience at the heart
of everything we do is especially important in the current media
environment where people have so much choice, not just around
the type of content, but also where, when, and how they consume
that content.

have grown in both size and diversity and we
remain committed to working alongside our
partners to ensure that all New Zealanders
can see, read, or hear themselves reflected
in their media.
As the world gets more complicated, it is
more important than ever to have strong
independant voices telling stories from a
wide range of perspectives.

In recent years RNZ has been actively building relationships with
independent content producers and we are proud to be associated
with documentary makers who bring a range of voices and stories to
diverse audiences on RNZ platforms. Recent successes include the
Ngā mihi nui
award-winning NZ Wars series and Hip Hop Stand Up. Our audiences Paul Thompson
CEO RNZ
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Thank You To Our Partners
Associate Partner

Principal Partner

Festival Partners

Funding Partners

Venue Partners
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Full
Concession

$17

Under 25 years old, Seniors 60+
Appropriate card and /or proof of age required.

5 Film Pass

$82.50

10 Film Pass

$155.00

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This year all booking fees are include in the ticket price.
There are no Ticketmaster transaction fees for individual films
but there will be a transaction fee for film passes. Please
note credit card fees may apply. All seats are allocated. If you
require accessible seating, please contact Ticketmaster.
Terms and conditions apply to all ticket sales.
0800 111 999 www.ticketmaster.co.nz

Online Festival
Full

$20

*Early Bird 20% discount special for full price Online Festival
only. Available until 3 June 2021
USE DISCOUNT CODE: EB20

Concession

$17

Under 25 years old
USE DISCOUNT CODE: Under25

Film Viewing Key

Seniors 60+
In Theatre

$20

$17

Online
USE DISCOUNT CODE: Gold21

Q+As

5 Film Pass

20% off

USE DISCOUNT CODE: My5at20

Live and online Q+As sessions with
filmmakers will be presented throughout
the festival. Please check the website
docedge.nz for up-to-date information.

10 Film Pass

25% off

USE DISCOUNT CODE: My10at25

Short Film Pass

$30

The only way to watch any short film.
Get all three films one great price
(less than $1 each)

Binge Viewing Pass*
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$350

Watch all 81 films and save lots!
*BONUS: Three premium titles that can only be watched with
a Binge Pass.

Thank You To Our Supporters

AWARDS
Doc Edge is an Oscar-qualifying festival. Winners of
the Best NZ/International Feature Film and Short Film
categories are eligible for Oscar consideration for 2022.
The 2021 Doc Edge Awards will be presented in
Auckland on Wednesday 2 June (a day before the
Opening Night). A list of all winners will be available on
the Doc Edge website.
Jury 2021
Chelsea Winstanley (NZ), Jane Wrightson (NZ), Mitchell
Hawkes (NZ), Natasha Gadd (AUS), Nathan Hoturoa
Gray (NZ), Shannon Service (USA), Sophie Dowson (NZ),
Steve Barr (NZ), Sue Biely (CAN)
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Auckland Venues
SkyCity Theatre
Skycity
Theatre

SkyCity Theatre is in the heart of Auckland’s CBD,
within the same Precinct as the iconic Sky Tower.

Booking and Ticket information
Book tickets over the phone or online and at the
book office at the Aotea Centre prior to the festival
0800 111 999|www.ticketmaster.co.nz
The SkyCity Theatre Box Office is located opposite
the Theatre bar area by the window. It opens 90
minutes prior to a screening for you to collect tickets.
You can also book tickets for films on the day.

Eating and Drinking
You can enjoy a pre-show drink in the theatre bar, or
for something a bit more substantial, there are
a variety of restaurant options in SkyCity or in nearby
Federal Street

Theatre Accessibility
There are two wheelchair positions in row A, either
side of the auditorium. Access to these is via
Level 3 (flat floor access). There are lifts from all
levels to Level 3. Trained guide dogs are permitted.
Please purchase tickets at the end of a row to
avoid disturbance to other patrons. If you require
assistance, please make yourself known to the ushers.
A hearing aid loop is available, users must have a
Telecoil feature in their hearing aids to utilise it.
entries and offers

Screenings
Screenings will start as scheduled.
Latecomers will not be permitted entry once a
screening has commenced. Please turn off all
electronic devices prior to the start. Any recordings
and photography are strictly prohibited.
78 Victoria Street
West, Auckland CBD,
Auckland 1010
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Parking and Transport
Parking is available under the SkyCity Theatre with
lifts going directly to the Theatre foyer. The SkyCity
main site Car Park is Auckland's biggest Car Park with
1,960 parks accessible from three entries and offers
convenient motorway access, full-time security and
surveillance and well-lit maintained facilities.
For other parking options please visit:
at.govt.nz
*Spend $40 or more (in one transaction) on the day
of parking at any SkyCity Theatre or restaurant, bar
or cafe at the Sky Tower to redeem the Super Saver
Parking rates. Get your pass validated at the SkyCity
Theatre bar before you leave.

Public transport
Visit Auckland Transport or download
the AT app to see what public transport
options are available.

Taxis
The best spot to catch a taxi is outside
SkyCity Hotel and Casino.

Venues

Parking and Transport

The
Civic

The Civic Car Park is a short walk from The Civic,
making it a great option for attending shows there. It
is important, however, to remember that sometimes
all our venues are filled with events. Make sure you
have a backup parking plan — or book a space in
advance. To avoid the payment queues in the Civic
car park after the show – use the “pre-pay option” at
the payment machines and pre-pay for your parking
before attending the show. Keep your ticket safe and
drive out straight after the show/event.

Screenings

The Civic
You’ll find The Civic on the corner of Queen Street
and Wellesley Street. Built in 1929, The Civic is an
outstanding example of the ‘atmospheric cinema’
architecture style, with a unique soft-top ceiling
design that floats above the auditorium, allowing the
famed stars and clouds effect that is a recreation of

Booking and Ticket information
Book tickets over the phone or online and at the book
office at the Aotea centre prior to the festival
0800 111 999 www.ticketmaster.co.nz
The Civic Box Office is to the right of the main
entrance (on the corner of Queen Street and
Wellesley Street) as you come into the building. It
opens 90 minutes before the start of performances.

Eating and Drinking
You can enjoy a pre-show drink in the theatre bar, or
for something a bit more substantial, visit Stark’s Café
and Bar. Stark’s offers special show-themed cocktails,
as well as Caffe L’Affare coffee, tea, and cold drinks.
If you’re headed to The Civic for a matinee, you can
also enjoy cabinet food such as filled baguettes,
croissants, and bagels. It’s a great place to visit for a
showtime treat.

Screenings will start as scheduled. Latecomers
will not be permitted entry once a screening has
commenced. Please turn off all electronic devices
prior to the start. Any recordings and photography
are strictly prohibited.

Theatre Accessibility
The Civic can be accessed by wheelchairs and has lifts
and ramps to assist those who have difficulty climbing
stairs. To book wheelchair seats for shows in our
venues please contact Ticketmaster on tel:
09 970 9711. Please note this is not a general sales line.
Be sure to specifically request wheelchair seats.
Companion seats are available for those booking
wheelchair spaces. We have two courtesy wheelchairs
available at the venue if you or someone you’re
coming with has mobility needs. You can book one of
these by calling Ticketmaster at 09 970 9711.
The Civic Lift
The Civic was built in 1929 and while it’s a gorgeous
building, we know that the foyer spaces can be a
bit of a maze. There is a lift available, but it can be
difficult to find. We suggest you ask one of our team
to show you where it is located as soon as you arrive.
They’ll be more than happy to help!
Visually impaired
For every show, visually impaired patrons can call
Ticketmaster at 09 970 9745 any time before 5 pm
on the day of the show and they will make sure
the front of house team is aware of your needs in
advance. Guide dogs are welcome at our venues.
Cnr of Queen Street &,
269-287 Wellesley Street West,
Auckland 1010
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Wellington Venues
The Roxy
Nestled in the heart of New Zealand’s movie-making
capital, Miramar, Wellington, this gorgeous art deco
cinema theatre, multi-arts venue and restaurant, is
one of the city’s leading attractions.

The
Roxy

This versatile multi-arts venue now boasts state of
the art sound design and projection technology, two
luxurious theatres (164 seats / 55 seats), generous
Italian leather seats and the ability to enjoy wine and
snacks while you watch, making this a very special
film experience.

Booking and Ticket information
Book tickets over the phone or online at the Opera
House Box Office or Wellington I-Site prior to the
festival 0800 111 999 www.ticketmaster.co.nz
The Doc Edge Box Office is located in the upstairs
Grand Foyer of The Roxy during festival time. It opens
90 minutes prior to a performance for you to collect
tickets. You can also book tickets for films on the day.

Eating and Drinking
You can enjoy a pre-show drink in the theatre bar,
or for something a bit more substantial, Coco at The
Roxy is Miramar’s leading dining destination serving
award-winning dishes and cocktails. Reservations
call (04) 388 5555, or email coco@roxycinema.co.nz

Theatre Accessibility
To book wheelchair seats for shows please
contact Ticketmaster on tel: 09 970 9711.
Please note this is not a general sales line.
Be sure to specifically request wheelchair seats.
Companion seats are available for those booking
wheelchair spaces. A hearing loop is available; please
notify staff on arrival. A photo ID is required for the
use of hearing aid equipment. There are two mobility
car parks at the front of the building.
5 Park Road,
Miramar, Wellington 6022

Parking and Transport
There is unrestricted car parking space on
nearby Tahi Street, and further north on
Park Road. There are 30-minute parking
spaces directly outside the building.
Buses 2, 30x and 31x all depart from
Courtney Place (CBD) and go directly to
The Roxy. The trip takes roughly 25 minutes
but allow time for traffic and delays.
For more information & bus timetables head
to metlink.org.nz

Screenings
Screenings at The Roxy are in Cinema One
upstairs, and Cinema Two on the ground
level. Screenings will start as scheduled.
Latecomers will not be permitted entry
once a screening has commenced. Please
turn off all electronic devices prior to the
start. Any recordings and photography
are strictly prohibited.

Doc Edge Exhibition
Te Auaha
Te Auaha hosts the Doc Edge Exhibition 2021.
Admission to the Exhibition is free.
Monday 21 June – Sunday 27 June 9am – 5pm.
65 Dixon Street
Wellington CBD
6011
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Online Festival
80+ films are available online
nationwide for New Zealand viewing
from 4 June to 11 July.
Much like popular online video streaming platforms
such as Apple TV or Google Play, you book tickets by
“renting” the film.

In order to rent and watch a film, you will need to:
1. Go to Doc Edge Online Video Streaming platform.
2. Create an account, if you are new or Sign In, if you
are a returning audience.
3. Once you are logged in, you can browse, select
and add individual films or a selection to My
Wishlist.
4. After you pay with your credit card, your chosen
film(s) will be added to My Library for you to watch
anytime between 4 June – 11 July. You will have 48
hours to view the film once you have hit play.
Note:
* In order to watch the Short Films Package,
purchase the Short Films viewing pass.
* To watch all 8o+ films at any time you like purchase the Binge Viewing Pass. You can also
book tickets for films on the day.

Wherever in Aotearoa you are, the online festival
kicks off on 4 June until 11 July. As in most festivals,
we must let films screening in cinemas finish before
they will be available online. But don’t worry, there
are over 50 films to enjoy before the theatrical titles
join the online programme.

COCO AT THE ROXY

10% OFF ALL BAR SNACKS FOR
ALL TICKET HOLDERS

Please note: Misha And The Wolves is NOT available
to view in the online festival.

Visit docedge.nz to find out more.

*Items available may vary from pictured
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During the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia more than two million

Softcover with exposed spine

citizens of Phnom Penh were forced out of the city. Only able to take very

22.9 x 18.3 cm

few possessions, families gathered up what was most precious and many

120 pp

were forced to leave all ties to the past behind.

ISBN: 9780994149183
Published by Objectspace

Alive is an ongoing project by Cambodian artist Kim Hak that brings these
objects into close view. Hak met 12 families who came to New Zealand as

Available at

refugees in the 1970s and 1980s and documented the objects that

objectspace.org.nz/alive-kim-hak

travelled with them as they moved through border camps, and ultimately
as they settled to start new lives in Auckland.
First exhibited at Objectspace Gallery, the catalogue collects all the
photographic artworks alongside Kim Hak’s retelling of each object’s
story and journey to New Zealand.

Doc Edge 2021

Documentaries
reveal the truth
behind deception.
MLK/FBI
Directed by Sam Pollard

Designed and created by hula.nz

Page 29

MLK/FBI.
Directed by
Sam Polland.
Refer to page. XX
In association with:

Photo credit: Jordan J. Lloyd

2021
S E A S O N
SUBSCRIBE
A N D S AV E

JOURNALISM / PODCASTS / VIDEO /
COMICS / & MORE

Giselle

29 Jul
2 Sep

The Firebird

TO

TO

12 May
9 Jun

with Paquita

T H E R Y M A N H E A LT H C A R E S E A S O N O F

28 Oct
11 Dec

TO

Local.
Independent.
Curious.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
I N A S S O C I AT I O N W I T H T H E
NEW ZEALAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

thespinoff.co.nz
SUPPORTED BY

N AT I O N A L T O U R I N G
PA R T N E R

rnzb.org.nz/subscribe

SPECIAL PRESENTATION

Doc Edge Originals

presented by

Make It 16

Paper Dolls

Sea Within A Sea

Director Jess Feast
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 18’
Language English

Director Andrea Kahukiwa
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 20’
Language English

Director Danech San
Country Cambodia
Year 2021
Duration 25’
Language Central Khmer

Youth are ready to make
history as they challenge the
current lawful voting age in
New Zealand.

Kiwi teens share their fashion foraging
skills, hunting in op-shops and surplus
stores to find sustainable style and the
freedom to be who they want to be.

Across Cambodia’s coast, seahorses
are under threat from bottom trawling,
poor fisheries management, and
illegal fishing. Srenh Sorn, a 35-yearold master diver investigates
the factors that impact seahorse
populations and conservation planning
in his hometown.

WORLD PREMIERE

This special compilation explores
encounters between Māori and nonMāori dating back to 1901. This rich and
fascinating special presentation includes
a range of remarkable and rarely seen
footage from the vaults of Ngā Taonga
Sound & Vision. From the first filmed
encounter between Māori and British
Royals to footage of the 1975 Land
March, these recordings evoke a strong
sense of the shared stories and rich dual
histories of Aotearoa New Zealand.

Ngā wai e rua: Stories Of Us
Director Various
Country New Zealand
Year 2019
Duration 45’
Language English

These special recordings come from Ngā
Taonga Sound & Vision – Aotearoa New
Zealand’s Archive of Film, Television and
Sound. NTSV collects, preserves, cares
for and shares the audio-visual taonga of
Aotearoa, so that our nation’s stories are
never lost.

AKL Mon 7 June, 3pm
WLG Tue 22 June, 6pm
ONLINE 23 June - 11 July

Part of the remit of today’s cultural
institutions is to draw attention to how
our narratives have formed, and to gently
nudge us toward asking ourselves to
examine how we feel about what is being
shown to us.
Sharon Taylor-Offord

FREE ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

presented by
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AROUND THE WORLD IN NINE FILMS

Silence Of The Tides

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Pieter-Rim De Kroon
Country: Netherlands, Germany
Year: 2020
Duration: 104’
Language: English, German,
Dutch, Danish

A spellbinding
cinematic tour de
force about the fragile
relationship between
man and nature
featuring the
Wadden Sea
In Theatre

Online

presented by

WLG Sat 26 June 3.45pm
ONLINE 27 June - 11 July

With its glorious sunsets, diverse wildlife,
and landscapes that change twice a day, the
Wadden Sea is a proven photogenic place –
breathtakingly depicted here.
The driving force of the film is the breathing of the sea, the
inhaling and exhaling of the tides: a film of cycles involving the
rolling life of flora and fauna, a film of contrast throughout the
four seasons set against a backdrop of sky, water, wind, mist
and constantly changing light. Doc Edge alumni (Dutch Light)
Director de Kroon’s observational style and cinematic eye for
detail presents a sumptuous film that is a feast for the eyes.

A magnificent nature experience portraying life along the
Wadden Sea and lets the lyrical images speak for themselves.
CPH:DOX
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AKL Sat 12 June 4.15pm

AROUND THE WORLD IN NINE FILMS

A Distant Thud In The Jungle
In Papua New Guinea’s frenzied, forgotten
highlands, a tribe of shareholders lives out
of sight.
When time catches up and modernity starts to set in, the
Wabiria family and clan make a decision to trade their
traditional lands to ExxonMobil for royalties.
As the ink dries, they find themselves faced with jealous
neighbours, greedy politicians and the ire of one of the most
powerful corporations in the world. Consequently, they start
to feel the ground slipping out from under their feet.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: Céline Rouzet
Country: France, Belguim
Year: 2021
Duration: 85’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Captains Of Zaatari
In a refugee camp in Jordan, football offers
hope to two young boys.
Two best friends, Mahmoud and Fawzi, living in the
Zaatari Refugee Camp in Jordan, share an undying dream
of becoming professional soccer players. Despite being
confined under dire conditions, they remain hopeful and
practice day in and day out.
When a world-renowned sports academy visits, both have
a chance to make this dream come true. Director Arabi tells
a moving tale of two Syrian teenagers with a deep love for
soccer and what their hopes and dreams can mean with a
future of bleak limited options. This story is sensitively told
with stunning cinematic artistry and precision, honouring the
lives portrayed with authenticity and respect.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Ali El Arabi
Country: Egypt
Year: 2021
Duration: 83’
Language: Arabic

AKL Sun 6 June, 10am
WLG Sun 20 June, 10am
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July
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AROUND THE WORLD IN NINE FILMS

Children
Five Palestinian children ages 7-17, open
a window into their world trapped within
the violence, humiliation, and daily
confrontations with soldiers and settlers.
While clinging to their childhood, each child finds their own
way to cope and to construct emotional and political worlds in
an impossible situation.
The film combines the children’s intimate experiences, with the
constant soundtrack of their lives on closed circle TV and social
media, and their schools’ educational programmes. Caught
between an impenetrable occupation and Palestinian society,
the children are increasingly mobilized to fight against it – they
are looking for their voices.
Their helplessness is heart-breaking but it is undeniable they
are still just children, naughty, funny and dreaming.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: Ada Ushpiz
Country: Israel
Year: 2020
Duration: 130'
Language: Arabic, Hebrew,
English

AKL Sun 13 June, 12pm
WLG Sun 27 June, 11.45am
ONLINE 28 June - 11 July

The Earth Is Blue As An Orange
To cope with the daily trauma of living in
a warzone, single mother Anna and her
children are making a film together about
their life in the most surreal surroundings in
the front-line war zone of Donbas, Ukraine.
The family manages to keep their home a safe-haven, full of life
and full of light. Every family member has a passion for cinema,
motivating them to shoot a film inspired by their own life
during a time of war. The creative process raises the questions:
What kind of power the magical world of cinema has during
times of disaster? How to picture war through fiction?
For Anna and the children, transforming trauma into a work
of art is the ultimate way to stay human.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Iryna Tsilik
Country: Ukraine, Lituania
Year: 2020
Duration: 74’
Language: Russian

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

AROUND THE WORLD IN NINE FILMS

The Magnitude Of All Things
When Abbott lost her sister to cancer, her
sorrow opened her up to the profound
gravity of climate breakdown.
She explores the emotional and psychological dimensions
of climate crisis through stories from the frontlines of
climate change with memories of her childhood at Ontario’s
Georgian Bay and the loss of her sister. What do these stories
have in common? Everything.
Climate change is not happening in the distant future but
kicking down the front door. Battles waged, lamentations
of loss, and raw testimony coalesce into an extraordinary
tapestry, woven together with raw emotion and staggering
beauty transforming darkness into light, grief into action.
Director Abbott’s other feature film in this year’s festival is
The New Corporation: The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Jennifer Abbott
Country: Canada
Year: 2020
Duration: 85’
Language: English, Spanish

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Last Days At Sea
12-year-old Reyboy lives in Karihatag, an
isolated fishing village in the south of the
Philippines. When the first rain falls, Reyboy
will leave for the city to study.
First-time feature director Atienza joins Reyboy for his
last summer at home. They spend the days watching the
clouds change shape, and the nights looking up at the stars
imagining life on . They reflect on life and home.
Nothing seems to happen at the surface. But slowly, the
cracks in Reyboy’s paradise start to appear. The fishermen
of Karihatag risk their lives as the yearly storms become
increasingly dangerous due to climate change. Is this the last
time he will ever experience his idyllic childhood before he
leaves for Manila?

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director: Venice Atienza
Country: Philippines
Year: 2021
Duration: 72’
Language: Tagalog

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July
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AROUND THE WORLD IN NINE FILMS

Sabaya
A stirring depiction of heroism about
rescuing girls sex-trafficked by ISIS
Documenting the rescue of the Sabaya – Yazidi women
enslaved by ISIS, director Hirori often thought: “Should I be
doing this, is it worth it?”
He spotlights the dedicated civil servants of the Yazidi Home
Center, putting their lives on the line 24⁄7. Two brave men
and a slew of extraordinary, anonymous female “infiltrators”
fight, using phones more than guns, to save the Sabaya –
Yazidi women and girls held as sex slaves by ISIS. This leads
them to Al-Hol in Syria, the Middle East’s most dangerous
camp, where the brutalised hostages blend in with their
perpetrators, making identifying, let alone extricating, them
a herculean task.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Hogir Hirori
Country: Sweden
Year: 2021
Duration: 91'
Language: Arabic

The Taste Of Desire

AKL Sun 6 June, 4.45pm
WLG Sun 20 June, 4.15pm
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July

Supported By

A cinematic essay exploring our deepest
wishes through the eyes of six very different
people using the oyster to symbolize our
desires in life.
Cinematically stunning, with captivating characters from a
burlesque dancer to Michelin chefs, moving between France,
Sweden, New York, England and Japan, this film examines
the complexity of human desire: our relationship to the
world around us and ultimately what lengths we will
go to find satisfaction. A sensual, searching and surreal
philosophical adventure.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

P-22

Director: Willemiek Kluijfhout
Country: Netherlands
Year: 2021
Duration: 87'
Language: English, Japanese,
French, Swedish

AKL Mon 7 June, 7.30pm
WLG Wed 23 June, 8.30pm
ONLINE 24 June - 11 July

A

W E E K E N D

ESCAPE
TAKE IN THE
DOC EDGE
FESTIVAL

SHOP THE
L ANEWAYS &
BOUTIQUES

DISCOVER A
NEW RESTAURANT

STAY IN A
WORLD-CLASS
HOTEL

HAVE A MINI BREAK IN
THE HEART OF THE CITY
HEARTOFTHECITY.CO.NZ

CRIME
&
Doc
Edge 2021

CONSPIRACY

The Garden Of Evil

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

WORLD PREMIERE

presented by

Director: Larry Keating
Country: New Zealand
Year: 2021
Duration: 78’’
Language: English

Was it a simple
robbery or was the
Mafia behind murder
in the amazon?
In Theatre

Online

AKL Sat 12 June 6.45pm
WLG Sat 26 June 6.15pm
ONLINE 27 June - 11 July

Two environmentalists, Sir Peter Blake
and Captain Pete Bethune, were brutally
attacked in the Brazilian Amazon on separate
expeditions 16 years apart. One was murdered
and the other survived.
Irish journalist and criminologist Donal MacIntyre, Brazilian
Caio Vilela and British journalist Sam Cowie meet up with
Captain Pete, to seek the truth. They travel back to the crime
scene, unravelling the connections between corruption,
organised crime, and violence in one of the most dangerous
cities on the Amazon.
Were the attacks executed by powerful criminal organisations
involved in illegal logging, drug trafficking and the export of
endangered animals from this highly volatile and politically
unstable region?

P-24

CRIME & CONSPIRACY

Castro’s Spies
The thrilling espionage story of five Cuban
agents who took on false identities and travelled
to Miami.
Alone and unarmed, the agents’ goal was simply to gather
information – creating an early-warning system for future terrorist
attacks or even the full-blown US military invasion which they
feared was always on the horizon. This film peers into a secret
espionage world of five Cuban spies, heading to the States alone.
Using never-before-seen footage from the Cuban Film Institute’s
archive and first-hand testimony from the people at the heart of this
story, the film gives a rare glimpse into the shadowy world of a spy –
where the stakes are life and death.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Ollie Aslin, Gary Lennon
Country: Ireland
Year: 2020
Duration: 103’
Language: English, Spanish

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Dirty Tricks
Bridge is a popular card game enjoyed by
millions of senior citizens.
It is also a world of cutthroat competition, with elite players
sponsored by billionaires play in ruthless high stakes
tournaments, far removed from grandma’s dining room table.
The world’s best player is Israeli Lotan Fisher. At the age
of 26, he became “The Michael Jordan of Bridge” - an
unstoppable international superstar until his arch nemesis,
Norwegian Boye Borgland, accused him of serial cheating.
He vehemently denied the accusation, becoming a
massive international controversy threatening to bring the
competitive bridge world down.
With millions of dollars and lucrative careers at stake, this
engaging film reveals a bizarre blood feud with characters
reminiscent of popular crime thrillers.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director: Daniel Sivan
Country: Israel
Year: 2021
Duration: 100’
Language: English,
Norwegian, Hebrew

AKL Sun 6 June, 2.15pm
WLG Sun 20 June, 2pm
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July
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Support for the communities
of today, to shape the
communities of tomorrow.

foundationnorth.org.nz | 0800 272 878

CRIME & CONSPIRACY

Down A Dark Stairwell
Two communities navigate an uneven
criminal justice system.
When an Asian-American police officer shoots and fatally
wounds an African-American man in a darkened stairwell
of a New York City housing project, it sets off a firestorm of
emotion and fractured calls for justice.
When the NYPD officer becomes the first convicted in a
decade, the meaning of justice becomes complicated, pitting
two marginalised communities against each other in a virulent
fight, igniting the largest Asian-American protest in U.S.
history. Even within each community, division occurs as to
what is right and wrong.
Not solely a courtroom drama, the film captures the events
of large-scale activism: street protests and clashes with
authority. The quest of both families is a search for justice in a
system which is wanting.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: Ursula Liang
Country: USA
Year: 2020
Duration: 86’
Language: English,
Cantonese, Mandarin

AKL Sun 6 June, 12pm
WLG Sun 20 June, 12pm
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July

The Jump
A stranger-than-fiction thriller about a sailor’s
desperate leap from a Soviet ship for freedom
onto a US coast guard ship.
In the Cold War years, US and Soviet officials meet off the
east coast of the USA for official talks. While the Russian
commanders are meeting the US counterparts, Simas
Kudirka, a Lithuanian sailor jumps across the icy water
separating the boats onto the American ship. He desperately
begs for asylum but through a series of blunders, he is
handed back to the Soviets. Kurdirka is sentenced to a harsh
Soviet labour camp for treason, only to be freed again when
a twist of faith reveals his mother has American lineage. A
story of ordinary man who became a symbol for freedomseeking refugees everywhere.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Giedrē Žickytē
Country: Lithuania, Latvia, France
Year: 2020
Duration: 85’
Language: English, Lituanian

AKL Sat 12 June, 2.00pm
WLG Sat 26 June, 1.45pm
ONLINE 27 June - 11 July
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CRIME & CONSPIRACY

Kingdom Of Silence
The murder of Washington Post journalist
Jamal Khashoggi shocked the world.
Director Rowley and Executive Producer Alex Gibney
bring a compelling profile not just of Khashoggi, but of
the United States’ relationship with Saudi Arabia. The film
charts Khashoggi’s quixotic path, from young reporter to
self-exiled critic of his homeland. In an ever-changing world,
Khashoggi’s views evolved from an Islamist to a more liberal,
secular perspective, but his patriotism never wavered.
The killing of Khashoggi is also shocking by how quickly
it settled under the dust of other news. The film, debuting
nearly three years later, is a disturbing jolt to our collective
humanity and conscience — if we still have one.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: Rick Rowley
Country: USA
Year: 2020
Duration: 98’
Language: English

AKL Sun 13 June, 2.45pm
WLG Sun 27 June, 2.30pm
ONLINE 28 June - 11 July

Misha And The Wolves
Would you question someone who claims to
be a holocaust survivor?
Misha Defonseca’s memoir tells the story of her 7-year-old
self-escaping the Nazis, crossing Europe on foot, living
with wolves and enduring unimaginable hardship in search
of her deported parents. It took the world by storm and
a Hollywood studio came knocking. But a fallout with
her publisher revealed Defonesca’s story as an audacious
deception created to hide an even darker truth.
This unmissable Holocaust detective story is a dizzying
puzzle that finds new ways to surprise and stun. It keeps you
hooked causing you to reflect on whether you can believe
what is right in front of your eyes.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Sam Hobkinson
Country: United Kingdom,
Belgium
Year: 2021
Duration: 88’
Language: English, French

AKL Sun 13 June, 5.15pm
WLG Sun 27 June, 4.45pm
Not available online

CRIME & CONSPIRACY

MLK/FBI

The FBI’s crusade against Martin Luther King
Jr. was worse than you think.
Based on newly-declassified files, director Pollard explores
the relentless campaign of surveillance and harassment of
Martin Luther King Jr. perpetrated by the US government,
the FBI and particularly J. Edgar Hoover.
In a modern context, when King is celebrated across the
political spectrum as a moral hero, it is jolting to see the
malicious and covert methods used by the US agents who
were targeting him as a villain.
Hoover viewed the Black movement to fight racial
discrimination as a communist plot. Rather than support
equality, the FBI sought to undermine King through
wiretapping and blackmail, in what former FBI director
James Comey calls “the darkest part of the bureau’s history”.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Sam Pollard
Country: USA
Year: 2020
Duration: 95’
Language: English

AKL Thu 10 June, 8.30pm
WLG Thu 24 June, 8.15pm
ONLINE 25 June - 11 July

The New Corporation:
The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel
More than 17 years after their award-winning
film The Corporation, directors Abbott and
Bakan return with a sequel that picks up
where the story left off.
It charts the rise of corporate power to today’s all-time high.
Waves of anti-corporate resistance and anti-globalisation
protests have not stopped the ascendance. But today’s
corporations say they’ve changed - more caring and
conscientious with profit at all costs no longer their guiding
principle. Can we trust them now?
The filmmakers interview a who’s who of economic experts
and corporate talking heads weaving a delicate tapestry in
which every thread and detail, are crucial in reaching the
devastating conclusion.
Director Abbott’s other feature film in this year’s festival is
The Magnitude Of All Things.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Jennifer Abbott,
Joel Bakan
Country: Canada
Year: 2020
Duration: 66’
Language: English, Spanish,
German, French

AKL Mon 7 June, 5.30pm
WLG Tue 22 June, 8.15pm
ONLINE 23 June - 11 July
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FAME!
I’M
Doc
Edge 2021

GONNA LIVE FOREVER

7 Years Of Lukas Graham

presented by

OPENING
NIGHT FILM

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

What price will you
pay for fame?

Director: René Sascha Johannsen
Country: Denmark
Year: 2021
Duration: 78’
Language: Danish, English

AKL Thu 3 June, 7.30pm
WLG Thu 17 June, 7.30pm
ONLINE 18 June - 11 July

In 2016 Danish band, Lukas Graham, and
lead singer Lukas Forchhammer skyrocketed
to worldwide fame with the composition
7 Years.
Director Johannsen followed Europe’s star as he wrestled with
stardom at a young age and the notion of “having it all“.

In Theatre

Online

The meteoritic rise includes signing to a major international
label and working with great music producers. But a more
intimate look reveals his experiences as a new father at the
mercy of the demands of a fickle and high-pressured culture.
The international music scene, its fans, and the expectations
of the role have the power to transform the lives of its biggest
stars but, unchecked, the work can dominate life and prove
more of a nightmare than a dream.

The most watched in Danish cinemas for nine years.
Berlingske.dk
Lukas Graham is today a legitimate world phenomenon.
Kino.dk
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Doc Edge 2021

FAME! I’M GONNA LIVE FOREVER

I’m An Electric Lampshade
An offbeat, heart-warming portrait of the
world’s least likely rock star.
This film tells the story of Doug McCorkle, a buttoned-up,
mild-mannered corporate accountant. After retiring at age
60, he puts his marriage and life savings on the line to chase
his wildest dream.
Shot in the USA, Mexico and the Philippines, the film
features a strong supporting cast of undiscovered talent
from across the globe – all chasing the same dream as
McCorkle. Like Sean Baker’s Tangerine, the cast is a
menagerie of real people portraying versions of themselves,
bringing an authenticity to the film that would be impossible
to fake. The result is a mind-bending musical odyssey in the
tradition of Stop Making Sense and Searching for Sugar Man.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: John Clayton Doyle
Country: Canada
Year: 2021
Duration: 91’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

The Rossellinis
A famous film family that is the very definition
of drama.
Roberto Rossellini, infamous film director of Italian
neorealism, was a genius of cinema and a conspicuously
unconventional father. His love stories flooded the front
pages of newspapers all over the planet, scandalising the
rigid morality of the 1950s, and bringing to the world a large,
proudly multi-ethnic and definitely extended family.
Alessandro, the first grandson, had a shaky career as a
photographer and a long history of drug addiction. He feels
he is not living up to his surname. So at 55, he decides to
shoot his first film with self-conscious wit and irony laced
with humour, forcing his family to an impossible therapy
session in front of the camera.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE

Director: Alessandro Rossellini
Country: Italy, Latvia
Year: 2020
Duration: 90’
Language: English, Italian

AKL Thu 10 June, 6pm
WLG Thu 24 June, 6pm
ONLINE 25 June - 11 July
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Doc Edge 2021

FAME! I’M GONNA LIVE FOREVER

Tina
You’re simply the best, Tina Turner.
An unmissable celebration of a global superstar and an
intimate inspiring portrait of a woman who overcame extreme
adversity to define herself on her own terms.
Born Anna Mae Bullock in Tennessee, Tina Turner rose from
poverty and a dysfunctional early life to achieve international
stardom alongside her abusive bandleader husband, Ike.
Eventually leaving him, Tina forged a new identity as an even
bigger solo star. .
We look into Tina’s private world with an impressive array of
witnesses of her life including Angela Bassett, Oprah Winfrey,
MTV news anchor Kurt Loder and playwright Katori Hall.
By the end of the film, you are standing at the feet of a rock
and roll legend.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: T.J. Martin,
Dan Lindsay
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 118’
Language: English

AKL Sat 12 June, 9pm
WLG Sat 26 June, 8.30pm
ONLINE 27 June - 11 July *
*Only available for Binge
Viewing Pass holders

Under The Volcano
On a remote Caribbean Island, in the shadow
of a volcano, the world’s biggest recording
artists made music and myth that defined
an era.
If you build it, they will come. That’s what happened in 1979
when famed music producer George Martin established
AIR Studios on the idyllic but remote Caribbean Island of
Monserrat.
When he finished, so began the pilgrimage of the world’s
music legends to the island including Dire Straits, Duran
Duran, Elton John, Jimmy Buffet, Lou Reed, Paul McCartney,
The Police and Stevie Wonder, with the artists making some of
the most iconic music of that generation along the way.
This is the story of the memories and the music that Martin,
AIR Studios and the island of Monserrat helped shape.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Gracie Otto
Country: Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 90’
Language: English

AKL Fri 11 June, 8.30pm
WLG Fri 25 June, 8.30pm
ONLINE 26 June - 11 July*
*Only available for Binge
Viewing Pass holders

Photo by Yoav Aziz on Unsplash

If you see a box,
that’s nice.
If you see a
storyboard, let’s talk.

If your dream is to take your ideas off the paper and onto the screen, here’s your chance. The University of Auckland’s
postgraduate Screen Production programme is taught by award-winning film practitioners. We are the only university
in New Zealand that is a member of CILECT (an association of the world’s best film schools) and the only screen
production programme in New Zealand to be endorsed by ARRI, the global supplier of motion picture lm equipment.

www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/screen

High Tide
Don’t Hide
Page 44

The Garden Of Evil.
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The Sea Decides
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Doc Edge Festival 2021
Auckland
3 - 13 JUNE

VENUE

DATE
THU 3 JUNE

SKYCITY THEATRE

FRI 4 JUNE

SCHEDULE
7.30pm
7 Years Of Lukas
Graham

If you were able to
create an immortal
version of yourself,
would you?

pg. 30

11.00am
Try Harder
pg. 42

1:15pm
The Death Of
My Two Fathers

3.45pm
Wuhan Wuhan

6.15pm
Laura’s Choice
pg. 49

9.00pm
A Glitch in the
Matrix
9:30pm
The Gig Is Up

pg. 53

pg. 50

pg. 42

10.00am
Captains Of
Zaatari

12.00pm
Down A Dark
Stairwell

2.15pm
Dirty Tricks

4.45pm
Sabaya

7.15pm
The Sea Decides

QUEEN'S
BIRTHDAY
SPECIAL

12.30pm
Valerie Taylor:
Playing
With Sharks

3.00pm
Doc Edge
Originals

5:30pm
The New
Corporation: The
Unfortunately
Necessary Sequel

7.30pm
Taste Of Desire

pg. 19

MON 7 JUNE

10.15pm
Workhorse Queen

6.00pm
Yer Old Faither

A.rtificial I.mmortality

SAT 5 JUNE

SUN 6 JUNE

pg. 40

8.15pm
A.rtificial
I.mmortality

pg. 27

pg. 49

pg. 25

pg. 17

pg. 22

pg. 47

pg. 50

pg. 53

pg. 54

pg. 22

pg. 29

Category presented by

VENUE

DATE

SCHEDULE

THU 10 JUNE

The Garden Of Evil

FRI 11 JUNE

6.00pm
The Rossellinis

8.30pm
MLK/FBI

6.00pm
High Tide Don’t
Hide

8.30pm
Under The
Volcano

pg. 31

THE CIVIC

pg. 46

SAT 12 JUNE

11.00am
Love: The Last
Chapter
pg.44

SUN 13 JUNE

10.00am
100UP
pg. 42

2.00pm
The Jump
pg. 27

12.00pm
Children
pg. 20

4:15pm
Silence Of The
Tides

6.45pm
The Garden
Of Evil

9.00pm
Tina

2.45pm
Kingdom Of
Silence

5:15pm
Misha And The
Wolves

7.30pm
The Wonderful:
Stories From
The Space
Station

pg. 18

pg. 28

pg. 24

pg. 28

Special Presentation

Family / Whanau

Around the world

Fearless / Matatoa

Crime and Conspiracy

Shorts

Fame! I’m Gonna Live Forever

State of Mind

The Future Beckons

P-36

pg. 32

pg. 32

pg. 52

Film
Categories

pg. 29

100UP

Doc Edge Festival 2021
Wellington
17 - 27 JUNE

VENUE

DATE

in association with

SCHEDULE

pg. 30

Yer Old Faither
FRI 18 JUNE

6.00pm
Yer Old Faither

8.15pm
A.rtificial
I.mmortality

4.15pm
Laura’s Choice
pg. 49

6.45pm
A Glitch In The
Matrix

9.00pm
The Gig Is Up

4.15pm
Sabaya

6.30pm
The Sea Decides

8.45pm
Workhorse Queen

6.00pm
Doc Edge
Originals

8.15pm
The New
Corporation: The
Unfortunately
Necessary Sequel

pg. 40

SAT 19 JUNE

SUN 20 JUNE

pg. 42

12.00pm
The Death Of
My Two Fathers

2.00pm
Wuhan Wuhan

10.00am
Captains Of
Zaatari

12.00pm
Down A Dark
Stairwell

2.00pm
Dirty Tricks

10.00am
Try Harder

pg. 42

pg. 19

THE ROXY

21-28 JUNE

pg. 27

pg. 50

pg. 25

pg. 22

In the race for
existence, striking
teens come face to
face with a tide of
anxiety and white
privilege.

WED 23 JUNE

High Tide Don’t Hide

pg. 47

pg. 50

6.00pm
High Tide
Don’t Hide

8.30pm
Under The
Volcano

3.45pm
Silence Of
The Tides

6.15pm
The Garden
Of Evil

8.30pm
Tina

2.30pm
Kingdom of
Silence

4.45pm
Misha And The
Wolves

6.30pm
The Wonderful:
Stories From The
Space Station

pg. 46

1.45pm
The Jump

10.00am
100UP

11.45am
Children

pg. 44

pg. 42

pg. 27

pg. 20

pg. 29

6.00pm
Valerie Taylor:
Playing
With Sharks
8.15pm
MLK/FBI

FRI 25 JUNE
11.00am
Love: The Last
Chapter

pg. 17

pg. 18

pg. 28

8.30pm
The Taste Of
Desire
pg. 22

pg. 49

pg. 31

Online
Festival

pg. 54

pg. 53

6.00pm
The Rossellinis

THU 24 JUNE

SUN 27 JUNE

pg. 53

Doc Edge Exhibition at Te Auaha

TUE 22 JUNE

SAT 26 JUNE

7.30pm
7 Years Of Lukas
Graham

The life of one man and his passions
revealed through his daughter’s eyes.

THU 17 JUNE

pg. 24

pg. 28

pg. 29

pg. 32

pg. 32

pg. 52

A total of 81 films are available online nationwide for New Zealand viewing.
The online festival kicks off on 4 June and films will continue to be added
until we close the doors on Sunday 11 July.
Book tickets by “renting” the film. Visit docedge.nz to find out more.
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Auckland Council is proud to support
Doc Edge Festival.

Connecting our communities
through arts and culture.
Find out more: aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/arts

phantom
b i l lst i c ke rs
M A D E BY
A OT E A R OA

KEEPING IT
REAL SINCE ‘82

TINA.
Directed by
Dan Lindsay
and T. J. Martin.
Page 32
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DocFAMILY
Edge 2021

/ WHANAU

Yer Old Faither

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

presented by

Director: Heather Croall
Country: Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 86’
Language: English

The life of one man
and his passions
revealed through his
daughter’s eyes.
In Theatre

Online

AKL Fri 4 June, 6pm
WLG

Fri 18 June, 6pm

ONLINE 19 June - 11 July

Set in the Australian industrial town of
Whyalla, this is an intimate portrait of John
Croall, a Glaswegian immigrant to Australia.
He delivered three generations of babies and
planted thousands of trees in the town. He
was also a great letter writer.
Told by his daughter director Croall, this very personal and
endearing documentary uses these letters as its point of
departure to tell the story of the struggles of an exceptional
man, an immigrant through the 20th Century. There is hope,
there is a destination, Croall is a man striving for a dream we
all need to believe in.
Director Croall is also the recipient of this year’s Doc Edge
Superhero Award for her exceptional services to documentary.

...insights which go beyond the personal and reflect on the
status of women and approaches to medicine during the latter
part of the 20th Century.
Jennie Kermode, Eye for Film

P-40

DOC EDGE SUPERHERO 2021

The 2021 recipient
of the Doc Edge
Superhero Award is
Heather Croall.
Each year,
Doc Edge
recognises a
person who has
made outstanding
contribution to
documentary by
declaring them a
Superhero.

Following her success as Director and CEO of the Australian
International Documentary Conference (AIDC), Croall took
on the herculean task of Director and CEO at Sheffield Doc/
Fest (UK). She tripled industry delegate numbers and increased
public attendance from 2,000 to 25,000 and generated £5.6
million (NZD10.8M) per year worth of business for producers
at the festival. Croall is especially known for building fruitful
marketplaces for film, art, theatre and immersive projects.
Croall previously sat on the US Documentary jury at Sundance
Film Festival and her producing credits include Atomic: Living in
Dread and Promise, The Big Melt, Girt by Sea, Paradise Bent and
We of Little Voice.
Through Crossover Labs, Croall dedicated much of her career
working in the innovative, cross-disciplinary space where art,
film and storytelling meets technology, innovation and social
change. She is currently the CEO and Festival Director of
Adelaide Fringe which she grew to become one of the world’s
largest festival during a global pandemic, selling over 630,000
tickets to the value of AUD16.4 million (NZD17.4M).
Croall will attend the festival to accept the award and present
her latest film, Yer Old Faither (see details on the left), on Friday
4 June at 6pm at SkyCity Theatre.

“I’m full of gratitude and pretty overwhelmed at hearing I have
won the Superhero Award. I share the award with the thousands
of people that I have had the pleasure of collaborating with over
the last 30 years. I have been so inspired by creatives who aim
to make the world a better place with their amazing stories and
projects and I always try to support them with opportunities in
the marketplaces and the programmes I have run. Thank you,
Doc Edge, for this unexpected honour, I am so grateful to join
the illustrious list of Superhero Award winners.”
– Heather Croall
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FAMILY / WHANAU

100UP
A surprising tale of the life and times of
100-year-olds from around the world.
From 2019 Doc Edge Superhero director Honigmann (Buddy,
El Olvido), comes a film about 100-year-olds from around
the world. Through their eyes, we witness the wisdom,
melancholy, and humour of an elite group of humans.
100UP investigates the will to live. With the clock inevitably
ticking, these centenarians cling to life, set new goals
with a joie de vivre, refusing to admit the betrayal of their
deteriorating bodies.
Time is both their enemy and their friend. They have
overcome diseases, lost partners, and some of them survived
their own children. Nevertheless, these active, curious, and
creative 100+ year olds are amazingly good at
restarting every new day.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director: Heddy Honigmann
Country: Netherlands, Belgium,
Norway
Year: 2020
Duration: 92’
Language: English, Spanish,
Dutch

AKL Sun 13 June, 10am
WLG Sun 27 June, 10am
ONLINE 28 June - 11 July

The Death Of My Two Fathers
Can the lessons of a father teach the child
how not to make the same mistakes?
It took 20 years before director Guy watched the tapes his
father recorded shortly before his death in 1998. They detailed
how a black man from Kansas City, Missouri, arrived in a small
town in British Columbia, Canada, determined to make a
better life for his new family. Watching the tapes was cathartic
and an unforgettable contemplation of race, death, and the
importance of family. It inspired Guy on a journey to better
understand his family’s roots, as he confronts the choices his
father made.
An exploration of the meaning of family and why we must
reconcile with our past in order to live.
Alex Lee, Doc Edge

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Sol Guy
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 86’
Language: English

AKL Sat 5 June, 1.15pm
WLG Sat 19 June, 12pm
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

FAMILY / WHANAU

Don’t Be Afraid If I Hug You

Supported By

Franco Antonello‘s son, Andrea is autistic.
When Andrea turned 18, father and son
decided to cross the USA by motorbike.
From that adventure, the writer Fulvio Ervas wrote the book
Don’t Be Afraid If I Hug You, that in 2019 became a movie
directed by Academy Award Winner Gabriele Salvatores.
They decide to decide take the road again, crossing
Europe to Africa, arriving in the Saharan desert. Along the
9,000 kilometres adventure, we marvel at the depth of the
father-son relationship and the challenges that lie before
them, giving life to a film that talks about autism and the
relationship between a father and son. A story that shows
the courage of a man who decided not to give up.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Niccolò Maria Pagani
Country: Italy
Year: 2020
Duration: 56’
Language: Italian

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Love & Stuff
A multi-generational love story that starts with
a good death, takes off with an unexpected
birth and commits to the ride of a lifetime.
Seven months after helping her terminally ill mother have a
“good death” in home-hospice, director Helfand becomes
a “new old” single mother at 50. Overnight, she’s pushed
to deal with her stuff: 63 boxes of her parent’s heirlooms
overwhelming her office-turned-future-baby’s room, the
weight her mother had begged her to lose, and the reality of
being a half century older than her daughter.
Told in the first person and in deep consultation with the
past it explores the transformative power of parenting, our
complex and very emotional attachment to stuff, and what
it is we really need to leave our children. Through this film,
Helfand establishes a voice that is deeply personal, darkly
funny and ultimately reflects the universal power of love
and family.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Judith Helfand
Country: USA
Year: 2020
Duration:80’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July
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FAMILY / WHANAU

Love: The Last Chapter
On the outside, it looks like any ordinary
seniors’ facility. But on the inside, a series of
remarkable love stories is unfolding
With startlingly intimate access, director Keller follows
three different couples as they navigate the delights and
challenges of late-in-life romance.
Following the daily routines in the facility, Keller peers into
the kingdom of old age and brings each couple’s journey into
tender focus. Despite health concerns, mobility issues, and
interference from concerned families, the need for intimate
connection and closeness remains steadfast.
From the excitement of new relationships to the enduring
marriages, we peek into daily life and navigation of the later
years of life. An enchanting and emotional tale of love in the
sunset years.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Director: Dominique Keller
Country: Canada
Year: 2021
Duration: 79’
Language: English

AKL Sat 12 June, 11am
WLG Sat 26 June, 11am
ONLINE 27 June - 11 July

Sapelo
A heartfelt elegy for life.
On the barrier island of Sapelo, two brothers, JerMarkest
and Johnathan, are growing up in the last remaining enclave
of the Saltwater Geechee people. Their greatest joy is
exploring the island like their adoptive mother, Cornelia
Walker Bailey, did as a child. As Sapelo’s storyteller and elder
matriarch, Cornelia works to preserve what remains of this
unique community established by her ancestors.
Reflecting on the complicated splendour of her youth,
Cornelia strives to shepherd her young sons through theirs.
At the dawn of adolescence, the brothers inherit her hope,
but their bond is tested as they begin to face the
wider world.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

ASIA PACIFIC PREMIERE
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Director: Nick Brandestini
Country: Switzerland
Year: 2020
Duration: 92’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

FAMILY / WHANAU

Try Harder!
High-achieving majority Asian-American
senior class during a cutthroat college
application season.
At Lowell High School, the top public high school in San
Francisco, seniors are stressed out as they prepare for the
emotionally draining college application process. There is intense
competition for the few open spots in their dream colleges. Each
student scrutinises every element of their application, from their
classes to their extracurricular activities, to their racial identities.
How will the sum-total of who they are, and what they are capable
of becoming, be read and interpreted by admission officers? Does
race make a difference?
Told with humour and heart, Doc Edge alumni (Seeking Asian
Female) director Lum’s film takes us to the intersection of class,
race, and educational opportunity.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Debbie Lum
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 85’
Language: English

AKL Sat 5 June, 11am
WLG Sat 19 June, 10am
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

Hey! Meet m
e at
Scarecrow!

Matthew McIntyre-Wilson, Armband, copper, fine silver

CONTEMPORARY NEW ZEALAND JEWELLERY SINCE

SCARECROW

09 377 1333
33 Victoria St East
scarecrow.co.nz

www.fingers.co.nz
OPEN DAYS OPPOSITE THE AUCKLAND ART GALLERY

FEARLESS
Doc
Edge 2021

/ MATATOA

High Tide Don’t Hide

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

WORLD PREMIERE

Director: Niva Kay, Emily McDowell,
Nia Phipps, Phil Stebbing
Country: New Zealand
Year: 2021
Duration: 83'
Language: English

In the race for
existence, striking
teenagers discover
that activism,
authority and
awareness make for a
steep learning curve.
In Theatre

P-46

Online

presented by

AKL Fri 11 June, 6pm
WLG Fri 25 June, 6pm
ONLINE 26 June - 11 July

Determined to provoke real action, New Zealand teenagers
join the global School Strike for Climate. But planning a
movement and building momentum are the easy parts as they
face political indifference, their own white privilege, and the
ongoing struggle to be heard. Meanwhile, the tides continue
to rise.

Everyone, everywhere has to see High Tide Don’t Hide. It is
the best, most important film I have seen in years, gives me
hope for the future, kia kaha rangatahi mā, you can make a
difference!!
Dr. Ella Henry, AUT

FEARLESS / MATATOA

The Sea Decides

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

WORLD PREMIERE

Director: Alistair Harding
Country: New Zealand, Singapore,
Indonesia, Australia
Year: 2021
Duration: 77'
Language: English

A 12,000km journey
never before
attempted and an
adventurer who
wouldn’t give up.

AKL Sun 6 June, 7.15pm
WLG Sun 20 June, 6.30pm
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July

Director Alistair Harding’s debut feature
stuns, pitting the raw power of the ocean
against the spirited individuals determined to
navigate it.
In January 2017, human-powered adventurer Grant Rawlinson
began a journey by row boat and bicycle that he planned
would take him 12,000km from Singapore to New Zealand.
It was a journey never before attempted, and included a
world-first attempt at rowing from Singapore to Australia; a
cycle across the Australian continent; and then an attempt to
become only the third solo adventurer in history to row across
the notoriously dangerous Tasman Sea between Australia and
New Zealand.
What follows is a brutal and unforgiving eye-witness account
of Rawlinson’s journey which will make you wince and wonder
just how far you would go to fulfil your own ambitions.

In Theatre

Online

This is a deeply humanistic must-see film that is sure to spark
huge debates across the world.

The Kiwi can-do attitude at its extreme
Alex Lee, Doc Edge
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FEARLESS / MATATOA

The Boys Who Said No!
An ode to the power of activism.
Drawing on original interviews with more than 30 male and
female non-violent activists and historians, Oscar-nominated
director Erhlich shows how their personal and collective acts of
non-violent resistance, risking arrest and imprisonment for up
to 5 years, were a critical part of the anti-war movement which
eventually forced an end to both conscription and the war.
The film is an overdue and definitive account of the
principled and powerful non-violent resistance to America’s
most problematic war. These young people risked years in
prison to challenge a war of tragic human proportions. Their
leadership, personal sacrifices, and example had a direct
effect on ending the war and are an important example for
today’s movements for social justice and peace.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Judith Ehrlich
Country: USA, Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 90’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Freeman
The story of the nation coming together
around an Indigenous Australian female
athlete who delivered when it mattered, on
the greatest stage on earth.
Cathy Freeman’s win at the Sydney 2000 Olympics is
undoubtably one of the greatest collective experiences in
Australian modern history.
Drawing on archival footage and a series of intimate
conversations with Freeman, the film takes viewers through
her remarkable sporting career and the frenzied build-up
to September 2000. This fast-paced climb to the top of
the world is mirrored by the rise of a people’s movement
supporting reconciliation between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians as her story becomes the symbol of a
much larger struggle for equality.
The film sheds light on one of Australia’s proudest moments
and explores why, 20 years on, it still means so much to so
many and poses the timely question: where to now?

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Laurence Billiet,
Stephen Page
Country: Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 58’
Language: English, French

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

FEARLESS / MATATOA

Laura’s Choice
A harrowing topic told with humour.
In 2016, 86-year-old Laura Henkel goes on holiday to Europe
with her granddaughter Sam. After a fall, followed by
pneumonia, Laura has an epiphany about her future. Despite
not suffering any terminal illness, she has decided to be
in control of the time and place of the end of her life. She
chooses a Swiss clinic where this is legal. After being featured
in daughter Cathy’s 2003 documentary The Man Who Stole
My Mother’s Face (Doc Edge 2005), she saw first-hand the
power of film to affect hearts and mind. Laura wants her
daughter and granddaughter to film her final moments to
contribute an unapologetic legacy to the dialogue about endof-life choices for the elderly.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL
PREMIERE

Director: Cathy Henkel, Sam Lara
Country: Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 106’
Language: English

AKL Sat 5 June, 6.15pm
WLG Sat 19 June, 4.15pm
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

Valerie Taylor: Playing With Sharks
The extraordinary life story of a fearless
marine maverick whose passion for sharks
knows no bounds – even when there
should be.
Valerie Taylor is a living legend and icon in the underwater
world. A glamorous shark hunter in the 1950s, she was a
champion slayer with ruthless aim before a personal epiphany
transformed her into a passionate marine conservationist
– notably for the ocean’s scariest creature, the shark. Long
before anyone else, Valerie dared to get close. This is her
incredible true story, swimming against the tide of human
misconception of sharks and putting herself on the front line
for sharks for over 70 years. Valerie’s astonishing bravery
underwater will change the way we perceive sharks.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Sally Aitken
Country: Australia
Year: 2020
Duration: 90’
Language: English

AKL Mon 7 June, 12.30pm
WLG Tue 23 June, 6pm
ONLINE 24 June - 11 July
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FEARLESS / MATATOA

Workhorse Queen
Welcome along to the world of Ed Popil’s drag
queen Mrs. Kasha Davis, as she explores the
complex world of fame after starring on the
reality TV show, Rupaul's Drag Race.
By day, Ed Popil managed a telemarketing centre in postindustrial Rochester, New York. By night, he transformed into
drag queen Mrs. Kasha Davis, a 1960’s era housewife trying
to liberate herself from domestic toil through performing at
night in secret. After seven years of auditioning to compete
on the reality television show RuPaul’s Drag Race, Ed Popil
was finally cast on the show and thrust into the international
spotlight, at the age of 44. The film explores the
complexities of mainstream television’s impact on queer
performance culture.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Angela Washko
Country: USA, Australia
Year: 2021
Duration: 88’
Language: English

AKL Fri 4 June, 10.15pm
WLG Sun 20 June, 8.45pm
ONLINE 21 June - 11 July

Wuhan Wuhan
At the height of the coronavirus outbreak
in Wuhan city, five heart-wrenching stories
intersect, revealing the universality of our
struggles and experiences.
With unprecedented access, the film goes beyond the statistics
and salacious headlines to reveal the human experiences
associated with the outbreak of the virus.
In May 2020, director Chang received incredible raw footage
shot by a large crew covering a cross-section of people. It is
this footage that has been shaped into a feature documentary,
to show the intersecting lives that have been affected by
coronavirus.
Asian martial arts superstar Donnie Yen is the film’s Executive
Producer. Director Chang is a Doc Edge alumni and awardwinner (This Is Not A Movie, China Heavyweight, The Fruit
Hunters, Gatekeeper).

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Yung Chang
Country: USA, Canada
Year: 2021
Duration: 95’
Language: Chinese

AKL Sat 5 June, 3.45pm
WLG Sat 19 June, 2pm
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

FEARLESS / MATATOA

You Are Not A Soldier
Between the frontlines and fatherhood, a tale
of survival, life and death.
Director Telles’s father was a soldier who wanted to be on
the front lines of war. To understand the complexity that
drove her father to risk his live, she conducts a character
study of award-winning war photographer André Liohn.
The film contrasts the terrifying tale of a photojournalist
staunchly bearing witness to heart-breaking conflict with the
duties of a father, putting himself in the line of fire.
Presenting his ethics and integrity in the face of violence,
he begins to question his motives for placing himself in such
danger and examines the disturbing but fine line between
the life and death he has witnessed and to what end he will
go to reveal those truths.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director:: Aleksei Abib,
Maria Carolina Telles
Country: Brazil
Year: 2021
Duration: 110’
Language: Arabic, English, Italian,
Portuguese

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July
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BECKONS

The Wonderful:
Stories From The Space Station

presented by

CLOSING
NIGHT FILM

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Once you’ve been in
space, you appreciate
how small and fragile
the Earth is.
In Theatre

Online

Director: Clare Lewins
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 129’
Language: English

AKL Sun 13 June, 7.30pm
WLG Sun 27 June, 6:30pm
ONLINE 28 June - 11 July*
*Only available for Binge
Viewing Pass holders

Over 20 years ago, rival nations put aside
political and cultural differences in a
demonstration of international
co-operation to create something unique
– the International Space Station.
Drawing together personal stories from men and women
from around the world who were part of this extraordinary
endeavour, this breath-taking film celebrates the remarkable
achievement of technology, international collaboration,
scientific endeavour and human bravery that the ISS
represents, and provides an insight into the beauty and
majesty of space, and the earth below.
Featuring Astronauts Bill Shepherd, Cady Coleman, Frank
Culberston, Koichi Wakata, Peggy Whitson, Samantha
Cristoforetti, Scott Kelly and Tim Peake.

A totally arresting and inspiring look at space travel and the
pioneers that have shown the way. Beam me up Scotty.
Alex Lee, Doc Edge

P-52

THE FUTURE BECKONS

A Glitch In The Matrix
Look under the hood of existence if you dare.
Imagine waking up to find out that we are living in a
simulation, and the world as we know it is not real but a video
game being played by some unknown entity.
To tackle this mind-bending idea, acclaimed filmmaker Asher
(Room 237, The Nightmare) uses a noted speech from Philip K.
Dick to dive down the rabbit hole of science, philosophy, and
conspiracy theory. Leaving no stone unturned in exploring the
unprovable, the film uses contemporary cultural touchstones
like The Matrix, interviews with real people shrouded in digital
avatars, and a wide array of voices, expert and amateur alike.
Who are we, really? The film attempts to find out.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: Rodney Ascher
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 101’
Language: English

AKL Sat 5 June, 9pm
WLG Sat 19 June, 6.45pm
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

A.rtifical I.mmortality
If you were able to create an immortal
version of yourself, would you?
Can AI provide the answer to achieving immortality? Doc
Edge alumni director Shin (My Enemy, My Brother) explores
the latest advancements in AI, robotics and biotech. Can we
replicate the human mind – let alone the human soul?
The film features visionaries like Nick Bostrom, author of
Superintelligence; Japanese roboticist, Hiroshi Ishiguro;
Douglas Rushkoff, author of Team Human; Ben Goertzel,
founder of Singularity.net; and Deepak Chopra, who is
currently creating his own A.I. mind twin.
Some see humanity advancing towards a world where humans
and machines are merged, we must ask ourselves whether AI
will be the best, or the last thing we ever do?

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Director: Ann Shin
Country: Canada
Year: 2021
Duration: 74’
Language: English

AKL Fri 4 June, 8.15pm
WLG Fri 18 June, 8.15pm
ONLINE 19 June - 11 July
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THE FUTURE BECKONS

Father Of The Cyborgs
The neurologist who hacked his brain and
almost lost his mind.
Famed neurologist Phil Kennedy made global headlines in
the late 90’s for connecting the brain of a paralyzed man to a
computer. By implanting several wire electrodes in the brain,
Kennedy then taught him how to control a computer cursor
with his mind.
Kennedy was compared to Alexander Graham Bell in The
Washington Post and became known as ‘The Father of the
Cyborgs’. In 2014, he travelled to Belize, South America, to
continue his research into unlocking the mystery of speech
for locked-in patients, by implanting tiny electrodes inside his
own brain.
But now, the controversial inventor is concerned that the field
he helped pioneer may lead to unintended consequences in a
future where technology and human brains combine.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Director: David Burke
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 76’
Language: English

ONLINE 21 June - 11 July

The Gig Is Up
The growing phenomenon of the “gig
economy” transforming workplaces and
lifestyles worldwide is explored through the
stories of workers around the world who
take their instructions from machines.
From food delivery to driving for ride sharing apps, to
tagging images for AI, millions of people around the world
are finding work task by task online. Aside from Uber,
numerous other companies such as Deliveroo, Lyft, and
TaskRabbit have been in the spotlight for their practices,
which lack a certain human touch.
Walsh’s film is a timely look at the precarious economic
circumstances the trillion US dollar gig economy invites,
where work is shifted to fleeting contracts and remote
workplaces, often forcing people to live pay-check to paycheck, while providing new conveniences to others.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE
P-54

Director: Shannon Walsh
Country: Canada, France
Year: 2021
Duration: 89’
Language: English, French, Chinese

AKL Sun 6 June, 9.30pm
WLG Sat 19 June, 9pm
ONLINE 20 June - 11 July

THE FUTURE BECKONS

Storm Lake
Dark clouds hang over the cornfields of
Storm Lake, Iowa, which has seen its fair
share of change in the 40 years since Big
Agriculture came to town.
Farmers blow their life savings on new equipment they hope
will keep their livelihoods intact. Migrant workers flock here,
welcome and not, for their slice of the American Dream.
The people of Storm Lake confront a changing community as
global forces threaten their precarious existence.
63-year-old Pulitzer Prize winner Art Cullen and his family-run
newspaper, The Storm Lake Times, deliver local news and biting
editorials on a shoestring budget for their 3,000 readers. Come
hell or pandemic, they’ll fight to preserve this town they call
home. Director Levinson is a Doc Edge alumni (Lemon).

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Director: Jerry Risius , Beth Levison
Country: USA
Year: 2021
Duration: 85’
Language: English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

New Zealand’s only nationwide
premium digital billboard network.
For sales enquiries contact Charlie@lumodigital.nz
www.lumodigital.nz
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Lift Like A Girl

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

A frank portrait of
coaches and their
athletes.

Online only

presented by

Director: Mayye Zayed
Country: Egypt, Germany, Denmark
Year: 2020
Duration: 93’
Language: Arabic

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

On a busy, noisy high-traffic street corner in
Alexandria, Egypt, a seemingly vacant corner
lot surrounded by chain link fencing is the
training site of Egypt’s most elite champions
– female weightlifters.
Zebiba has trained at the site for five years since the age
of nine, following in the footsteps of Egypt’s most famous
athletes of all time – including the first Arab, female, twotime Olympic medallist weightlifter, Abeer Abdel Rahman,
and World champion and Olympic athlete, Nahla Ramadan.
Nahla’s father has trained female champions, from his
makeshift corner–lot training site for over two decades – four
Olympic, nine World and 17 pan-African champions.
Can Zebiba put aside her youthful instincts, and direct her
focus to be the weightlifting champion the Captain is sure
she is?
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STATE OF MIND

Aulcie
From two-time Israeli Academy Awardwinner and Doc Edge Alumni Menkin (39
Pounds of Love, Dolphin Boy, Picture of His
Life) comes the story of African-American
Aulcie Perry.
In 1976, he was spotted playing basketball in Harlem by the
scouts from Israel’s Maccabi Tel Aviv. A year later, he led the
team to their first European Championship, converted to
Judaism, became an Israeli citizen and began a relationship
with supermodel Tami Ben Ami. Perry became one of Israel’s
biggest celebrities.
Hidden from the world, his growing drug addiction culminated
in his arrest and imprisonment. Upon release from prison,
Perry committed himself to uplifting others suffering from
drug abuse and addiction.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director: Dani Menkin
Country: USA, Israel
Year: 2020
Duration: 75’
Language: English, Hebrew

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

By Rook Or Left Hook - The Story Of
Chessboxing
In 2003, Dutch artist Iepe Rubingh became
the first World Champion of Chessboxing.
This brain-busting combination of alternating rounds of
chess and boxing was in fact an art performance calling
for more balance in a world of extremes, and the audience
reaction was so electric that it inspired Rubingh to push it as
a real sport.
Rubingh’s methodical ability to achieve balance in the ring
is put to the test outside of it when impulsive British TV
Producer Tim Woolgar takes up the sport and his opposing
vision for success creates a rift between them, endangering
chessboxing’s future.

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE

Director: David Bitton
Country: Canada
Year: 2021
Duration: 103’
Language: English, German,
French, Dutch

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July
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STATE OF MIND

The First Woman
Eva will soon leave the psychiatric institution
she’s lived in for six years. She must wait
until an assisted living residence frees up.
Eva will soon leave the psychiatric institution she’s lived in
for six years. She must wait until an assisted living residence
frees up. Cigarettes and a few conversations help time pass
but are not enough. After a long year of waiting, the news
arrives that a place is available. Eva takes the first steps
towards the “normal” life she longs for: to find a job, earn an
income of her own, visit her mother… even love.
While she’s taking stock of her past, working on her selfconfidence and her trust in the outside world, Eva also set
sights on her main goal to reconnect with the son she lost
custody of 20 years ago and to ask him for forgiveness.
An intimate story of hope and resilience
Alex Lee, Doc Edge

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

AUSTRALASIA PREMIERE

Director: Miguel Eek
Country: Spain
Year: 2020
Duration: 77’
Language: Spanish

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Love, It Was Not
A tragic love story between a prisoner and
her Nazi captor.
Beautiful and full of life, Helena Citron is taken to Auschwitz
as a young woman, and soon finds unlikely solace under the
protection of Franz Wunsch, a high-ranking SS officer who
falls in love with her and her magnetic singing voice. Risking
execution if caught, they went on with their forbidden
relationship until the war ended and the camp was liberated.
30 years later, a letter arrives from Wunsch’s wife asking
Helena to “return the favour” – testify on Wunsch’s behalf.
Faced with an impossible decision, Helena must choose. Will
she help the man who brutalised so many lives, but saved
hers, along with some of the people closest to her?

DOC EDGE FESTIVAL

NZ PREMIERE
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Director: Maya Sarfaty
Country: Israel, Austria
Year: 2020
Duration: 83'
Language: Hebrew, German,
English

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Connecting and
inspiring students
for the future.

Try Harder!
Directed by Debbie Lum

Doc Edge Schools In Theatre And Online
Doc Edge Schools engages
students from years 5
to 13 and beyond, with
documentaries that present
current issues, ask critical
questions and offer new
perspectives to inspire
discussion and learning.
During the annual Doc Edge Film Festival, Doc Edge
Schools provides free screenings of educational
documentaries for schools. For the rest of the year, we
provide a subscription-based video-on-demand platform
for schools in New Zealand and across the Pacific islands.
Each film comes with a free teaching resource to help
maximise your students’ educational experience.
For Doc Edge Schools 2021, we will be screening films both
in-theatre and online.
IN THEATRE
There are limited screenings in Auckland and Wellington
featuring live Q&A sessions with filmmakers and subject
area experts. Dates and venues are as follows:

Online And Nationwide
We will also be having online screenings which teachers can
access at any time of the day for the entire festival period,
available nationwide, June 4th - July 11th.
To preview film trailers and read more comprehensive
synopses, visit our film page.
All films in the Schools festival programme are free of
charge for teachers and students and are accompanied
by teaching resources specific to each film. There will also
be live and recorded Question and Answer sessions with
filmmakers and subject area experts.
We’re looking forward to you joining us online or in person,
for the latest and greatest educational documentaries from
around the world!
docedge.nz/schools

Find Us
In Theatre and Online (Festival): docedge.nz/schools
On Demand (Annual Subscription): ondemand.docedge.nz
Facebook: @DocEdgeSchools

Presented by Rei Foundation

Auckland
Thursday 3 - Friday 4 June at SkyCity Theatre
Thursday 10 - Friday 11 June at The Civic
Wellington
Thursday 17 - Friday 18 at The Roxy
Thursday 24 and Friday 25 at The Roxy
For all In Theatre screenings, schools must book in advance.
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SHORTS
presented by

Edith Gibson Has 3000 Dolls

In Plain Air

Director Daisy Lawless
Country New Zealand
Year 2019
Duration 10'
Language English

Director Miranda Bellamy
Country New Zealand
Year 2020
Duration 16'
Language English

Edith Gibson lives in the heart of
suburban Auckland with her 3000 Dolls;
repairing and caring for them. She invites
you into her home, shares her
prized dolls, and imparts pro tips and
tricks for repairing these beauties to
their former glory.

Garage Romantic
Director Dan Sadgrove
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 13'
Language Russian

Celebrating the long career of artist
Pauline Bellamy, we accompany her
to several stunning Otago locations
as she completes paintings amidst
the elements. While she creates,
we find out what makes her tick,
where she has been, and where
she is going.

A big dreamer from the small
town of Togliatti, Russia ponders
life while building a rocket
powered sled made from
discarded trash.

Portrait Of An Artist:
Freeman White

In The Theatre Of The Gogs
Director Richard Sidey
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 19'
Language English
A contemplation of art and
adventure in the southern wilds
of New Zealand by both a
landscape photographer and an
adventure filmmaker. This film
is the unexpected result of their
two unique perspectives.
Director Sidey won “Best
International Feature” at Doc
Edge 2020 for Elementa.

Director Jennifer Raoult
Country New Zealand
Year 2020
Duration 6'
Language English

Mawhialeo Ote Alowha
(Our Love)
Director Valeriya Golovina
Country New Zealand
Year 2020
Duration 16'
Language Tokelau, English
Meli and her husband Avito
reflect on the pivotal decision
of their lives. With much
trepidation they left the tiny
atoll of Tokelau for New Zealand
seeking a better life for their son.
43 years on, they find
themselves pulled between
family and a longing for home.
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An immersive experience of New
Zealand painter Freeman White’s
creative process and practice that
allows the audience to partake
in the world view through his
contemplative eyes.

NZ SHORTS

Rann

Sam

The Silent Alps

Director Peter Simpson, Sarina
Pearson, Shuchi Kothari
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 20'
Language Without Dialogue

Director Rick Harvie
Country New Zealand
Year 2020
Duration 20'
Language English

Director Ryan Stafford,
Josh Robertson
Country New Zealand
Year 2020
Duration 7'
Language English

Over the span of a winter
day, Rann quietly observes an
intricate network of people,
plants and animals, challenging
our notion that deserts are
empty barren expanses of
nothingness.

You Could Have Seen The
Mona Lisa

A family struggling with the
upbringing of Sam, born with
Down Syndrome, are gripped
by fear and astonishment
when they witness that he
possesses artistic abilities. With
their humour and honesty, we
grow to understand that these
challenges shine a light on the
true value of human life.

A film that explores the history
of the culling of the Kea
population in New Zealand;
a widely unknown event.

ONLINE 4 June - 11 July

Director Doug Dillaman
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 6'
Language English
The world’s museums
are closed. What are you
missing? Take a real-time walk
through the Louvre towards
the “greatest painting ever” and
contemplate what it would be
like to be there yourself.

Doc Edge Originals

presented by

Make It 16

Paper Dolls

Sea Within A Sea

Director Jess Feast
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 18’
See page 17

Director Andrea Kahukiwa
Country New Zealand
Year 2021
Duration 20’
See page 17

Director Danech San
Country Cambodia
Year 2021
Duration 25’
See page 17
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A Broken House

Believe In Ghosts

Charlie Surfer

Director Jimmy Goldblum
Country Lebanon, USA
Year 2020
Duration 21'
Language Arabic, English

Director Courtney Dixon
Country USA
Year 2020
Duration 16'
Language English

Director Pia Strømme
Country Ireland, Norway
Year 2020
Duration 16'
Language English

When Mohamad Hafez received
a single-entry visa to study
architecture in the United States,
he realised if he couldn’t return
home to Syria, he could make
home. A film about loss and
love, responsibility and identity
-- about homesickness for the
places to which we can no
longer return.

As a black woman, Samantha
Fox does not wish for either
her or her family to become
police statistics. She decides to
uproot everyone to become
a famer in the Deep South,
with a mission to regenerate
the soil on a two-acres plot.

Charlie is 10 years old and
diagnosed with Aspergers. He
is proud of his diagnosis but
sometimes feeling different
makes him feel left out.
He struggles with team
sports but has found two things
he loves to do, surfing and
dancing. Charlie decides to
attend this year’s surf camp.

Digging For Life

Feelings Of Invisibility

Director Joao Queiroga
Country Cameroon, Portugal, USA, Qatar
Year 2021
Duration 15'
Language English

Director Charmaine Kachibaia
Country Canada
Year 2020
Duration 12'
Language English

When a young Cameroonian man attempts to
pursue the dream of a better life in post-apartheid
South Africa, he instead finds himself trapped
as a slave in Angola.

Anne Abbott, a non-verbal artist with cerebral
palsy, smashes society’s misconceptions about
living life with a disability in this candid tell-all.
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Gramma & Ginga: The Movie

Greetings From Myanmar

Director Jennifer Steinman Sternin
Country USA
Year 2021
Duration 32'
Language English

Director Andreas J. Riiser, Sunniva Sundby
Country Myanmar, Norway
Year 2020
Duration 5'
Language Burmese

The story of beloved sisters Gramma
and Ginga who, at ages 104 and 99, accidentally
became world-famous internet superstars.

Unsuspecting tourists enjoy a peaceful holiday
in Myanmar’s hotel complexes, lazily walking
between swimming pools and sun umbrellas,
while ten kilometres away, members of the
Rohingya ethnic group are being tortured and
killed as a result of the largest genocide in Asia.

Hunger Ward

The Lawnmower Men

The Mountain & The Maiden

Director Skye Fitzgerald
Country USA
Year 2020
Duration 40'
Language Arabic, English

Director Brendan Cleaves
Country United Kingdom
Year 2020
Duration 12'
Language English

Filmed from inside two of
the most active therapeutic
feeding centres in Yemen, we
see two women health care
workers fighting to thwart the
spread of starvation against
the backdrop of a forgotten
war. 2021 Academy Award
nominee.

Every year in a field in West
Sussex, the world’s most
extreme endurance
motorsport race takes place,
on Lawnmowers. Why
would someone want to
take part in such a bonkers
sport first won in 1978 by
racing legend Sir Stirling Moss?

Director Shmuel Hoffman,
Anton von Heiseler
Country USA
Year 2020
Duration 20'
Language Bengali
The story of a day in the life
of Aspiya, a 10-year-old girl living
with her younger brother, older
sister and parents in a one-roomshack in New Delhi near Asia’s
biggest landfill.
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My Father The Mover

Not In Tanzania

Director Julia Jansch
Country South Africa
Year 2020
Duration 12'
Language English, Xhosa

Director Signe RosenlundHauglid
Country Norway, Tanzania
Year 2020
Duration 22'
Language English, Swahili

Alatha’s father calls
himself a Mover. Using
African dance moves, he
helps kids in Khayelitsha
township to transcend their
hardship and find their
superpowers but struggles
to help his own daughter. In a
tender moment together, this is
all about to change.

In a secluded house in the
outskirts of Dar es Salaam,
ten individuals meet
to not only share stories of
suppression, violence and
harassment, but their
dreams, hopes and illegal
love for one another.

Say His Name:
Five Days For George Floyd
Director Cy Dodson
Country USA
Year 2021
Duration 20'
Language English
The incomprehensible
police murder of George
Floyd sparked a global
uprising in Director Dodson’s
Minneapolis neighbourhood,
revealing an immersive
observation of unrest in the
days between the killing and
the charges filed against police
officer Derek Chauvin.

Seahorse

Snowy

Director Nele Dehnenkamp
Country Germany
Year 2020
Duration 16'
Language German

Director Kaitlyn Schwalje, Alex Wolf Lewis
Country USA
Year 2021
Duration 12'
Language English

Against the prosaic background of a swimming
course, a young Yezidi wrestles quietly with her
fearsome memories of the Mediterranean Sea.
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Snowy, a four-inch-long pet turtle, has lived an
isolated life in the family basement. With help
from a team of experts and his caretaker, Uncle
Larry, we ask: Can Snowy be happy, and what
would it take?

WORLD SHORTS

Souvenir Souvenir
Director Bastien Dubois
Country France
Year 2020
Duration 15'
Language French
For 10 years a filmmaker tried to make a movie
out of his grandfather’s Algerian war souvenirs
unsure if he wants to hear what he has to say.

Wellington City
Council – proud
supporters of the
vibrant arts and
events scene in
the capital.
wellington.govt.nz

Toni Huata, Civic ReCut
Photo: Stephen A’Court

Stolen Fish
Director Gosia Juszczak
Country United Kingdom, Poland, Spain  
Year 2020
Duration 30'
Language English, Madieka, Wolof
The film follows three Gambians who share
intimate stories of daily struggle, anger, hope
and longing for their loved ones in the midst of
difficult migration routes. A good example of how
the global fishmeal industry impacts the lives of
local people of one of the poorest countries in the

Why Didn’t You Stay For Me?
Director Milou Gevers
Country Netherlands
Year 2020
Duration 25'
Language Dutch
Four kids, who all lost a parent to suicide, share
their journey from the moment they heard
the news. The filmmaker, who experienced the
same tragedy, asks them questions no one
dared ask her at the time.

Doc Edge Exhibition
XR Village Exhibition

Minimum Mass

Storytelling is central to everything we do. Humans
have been telling stories around campfires and kitchen
tables from time immemorial. Doc Edge Exhibition
2021 showcases 12 new forms of storytelling from
around the world using evolving digital technologies.
Our kaupapa is to present new immersive story worlds
where audiences can participate and experience
storytelling. The XR exhibition is held as an extension of
the Film Festival Screenings at SkyCity Theatre and The
Civic in Auckland as well as The Roxy and Te Auaha in
Wellington.

XR Interactive & Installations

by Raqi Syed, Areito Echevarria
• Tribeca 2020, Cannes XR Virtual 2020, Venuce VR expanded
Love, loss, and black holes. Minimum Mass is the story
of couple who experience a series of miscarriages and
come to believe their children are being born in another
dimension. Set in contemporary Rotorua, New Zealand
and the speculative world of black holes.

Secret Garden

SkyCity Theatre Foyer, Auckland 03 – 06 June
Te Auaha, Wellington 21 June – 27 June

African Space Makers

by Stephanie Dinkin
• Sundance 2021, New Frontier 2021
Step into a garden and encounter oral histories spanning
generations of African Americans. Secret Garden reminds
us that sharing and receiving stories is an act of resistance.
by Vincenzo Cavallo Faras and TheNrbBus Collective
The only way to understand urban storytelling is by
experiencing it.

Camp Century

XR Installation
The Civic , The Elephant Room Auckland 03 – 06 June
Te Auaha, Wellington 21 June – 27 June

by Anrick Bregman
• DOX 2021, IDFA DocLab 2020
Nowhere is climate change more visible than in the arctic.
And as the ice melts, part of Greenlands complex past is
quite literally coming to the surface. Join us for scheduled
hosted tours where the director takes you through the
experience as a virtual live guide through Camp Century.
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by Hervé Cohen, Marcia Jarmel
• WORLD PREMIERE
Young voices in the time of Corona. CoVISIONS is a
collection of short films by young filmmakers across
five continents curated as an interactive installation and
immersive exhibition across 10 screens.the experience as a
virtual live guide through Camp Century.

Doc Edge Exhibition
XR 180 & 360 VR

Haenyeo VR

SkyCity Theatre Foyer, Auckland 03 – 06 June
Te Auaha, Wellington 21 June – 27 June

Ecosphere Supercut
by Jaehee Cho

by Joseph Purdan, Trent Clews de Castella
• Melbourne Design Awards 2020
Venture into the wildest places on earth, where indigenous
and community-led efforts are creating space for humanity
and wildlife to thrive together.

• C4C Virtual Festival 2020
Experience the incredible world of the Jeju Haenyeo in
VR. Take in the elements from the Haenyeo perspective,
and dive with them as they harvest the sea. Listen to the
youngest Haenyeo as she describes her work, community
and identity as one of Korea’s amazing Sea Women, a
culture battling to define its place in modern Korea.

The Martha Street Experience

Embodied

by Peter Collis

by Miriam Ross
• Premiere
Embodied is an experimental VR documentary that provides
glimpses of people whose daily work is intensely physical:
circus artists, performers, musicians. It allows us into the
spaces they inhabit, showing the immense bodily labour
they endure in contrast to the seemingly effortless way they
carry their bodies.

• Australasia Premiere , LFF Expanded 2020
The Martha Street Virtual Reality Experience explores
the perspectives of local residents, parents and businessowners, as they express their fears, frustration and
endearment with Martha Street, East London.

Micro Monsters with David Attenborough
Super cut

Gimme One
by Elliot Graves
• Real World XR Awards
David Attenborough uses the latest 3D technology to bring
to life the extreme and deadly unseen world of bugs.

TX reverse 360
by Monty Fitzgerald
• DOK Leipzig 2020
GIMME ONE is a 360 virtual reality experience showcasing
five UK ballroom artists as they explore ideas around
cultural appropriation, empowerment and safe space.
Their self-expression is seen through dance using digital
volumetric and motion capture techniques, visualising the
unique voices of this vibrant subculture.
by Virgil Widrich, Martin Reinhart
• Sundance 2020
What is behind the cinema screen? It is not surprising that
cinema-in-the-cinema scenes are often used in horror
films. For they irritate and unsettle by reminding us – the
immobile viewers hidden in the cosy darkness – of our own
questionable position.

Documentaries
rely on great
storytellers.
Doc Edge Forum
28 - 31 May 2021

Doc Edge Market
Launching in September

Doc Edge Clinics
7 Aug - 16 Oct

Rough Cuts
13 Aug - 25 Sept
docedge.nz/industry

In The Theatre of The Gogs
Directed by Richard Sidey

Photo credit:Thompson
Christopher Thompson
Photo Credit: Christopher
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The Taste Of Desire
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Try Harder!
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Under The Volcano

Festival Coordinator: Christian Jensen

Schools Coordinator: Kaelin Wade
Industry Coordinator: Arthur Struyf
Video Creatives Producers: Kevin Kapur, Lucas Handschuh
International Programme Advisor: Corey Tong
Web Ninja: Charlie Chen
Interns: Abdullah Thaha, Annabelle Wong, Anushka Daga,
Aruna Po-Ching, Emma -Grace Colwill, Georgia Frost, Nadia
Morgan

Screening support:
Alex Legg, Benedict Reid, Beth Phillips, Bridget Herlihy, Claire
Lim, Erica Wilson, Geoffrey Dolan, Hineani Melbourne, Janine
Edge, Kate Cresswell, Kate Gordon, Kay Ellmers, Kenza
Chatar, Lisa Goodwin, Marilyn McFadyen, Peter Laurent, Peter
Rowney, Phoebe Fletcher, Ralph Bogard, Richard Spartacus J
Patterson-Scholes, Robyn Paterson, Sacha Handsaker, ShuRun
Yap, Susan Sturrock, Veronica Maitre
A big thank you to all the other interns & volunteers
throughout the year.
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Chair: Glenn Johnstone
Trustees: Deborah Hart, Mike Rehu, Cameron McGregor, Alex
Lee, Dan Shanan
Secretary: Zoey Law
Patron: Helen Clark
Ambassador/Champion: Judy Bailey
Bookkeeper: Allison Peirse
Legal Advisor: David Bigio Q.C.
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A shared
commitment
to the arts
Like Doc Edge Festival, Soar
Print is part of New Zealand’s
history. We’ve been helping the
arts sector to communicate since
Lt. Colonel Fred Soar purchased his
first press in 1920.
We appreciate the contribution Doc Edge
Festival makes to art & culture in New Zealand,
offering our national community access to a diverse
range of high-quality film.
Providing the festival with quality print and digital
media solutions is our way of supporting Doc Edge
Festival’s commitment to the future of art &
culture in New Zealand.

www.soarprint.co.nz
09 302 9100






  

  

